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S. Chin
J. Par$on

Metapho s of Change and Models of Inservice

Introduction

The purpose of this article is to discuss the relationship between the

metaphors of inservice educational programs and dominant models of educational

change within Western society. Three-major metaphors will be presented and will

be shown to have a clOse connection to three distinct ideas about what of

value in any educatfonal change. The intent of the article is to, through a

critical analysis of different possibilities of inservice programs, allow

educators whobuild, use, or consider using or building inservice programs

become more aware of imptications of one particular choice over another.

*

Metaphor

Two teachers are talking. One says "The place was a zoo today, 1 needed

to be three people to get any work done." The second replies "I knowwhat
4

you mean. My kids ere squirrelly, too.fi

The above is not an uncommon 'type of conversation between teachers. In

fact, we have heard this same conversation almost word for word in a junior

high school. What do these teachers mean? Do they mean, for example, that ,

today-in their school outsders had to pay admission and travelled from exotic--

animal house to exotic animal house so that they might view animals foreign

to that enviornment. Or, did the second teacher mean that his students were

scampering from tree to tree gathering acorns for the winter. No. These

teachers were speaking metaphorically, using the metaphor of the zoo and the

squirrel to better explain one aspect of the behavior of their students on this

one, particular day.

The use and function of the metaphor within our language cannot be ignored.

Stephen Brown (1966:191) states that "metaphor is of the very warp and woof
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of languaye, part of its permanent texture." "MetaPhor" is generally used in

two fundamentally different ways. In,the first and by far the most common

sense "metaphor refers 10 a part of language, so that a certain set of words

may be said to be a metaphor" (Schon 1967). The zoo metaphor is such an ex-

ample. In the second sense, and by far the most important to the purpqses of

this paper, metaphor is a process of thought. Scheffler (1964) asserts that

metaphors organize reflection and explanation in scientific and philosophical

contexts. Metaphors often serve as.ways of channelling action. Schon (1979)

emphasizes the extent to which metaphors can constrarn and sometimes control

the0 way we conceive the world. He suggests that metaphors generate their own

solutions but often fail to present an objective characterization of the problem.

Ortony (1979) suggests that metaphors are important because they are able to

provide alternative or new ways of "seeing". Altiek (1960) alleges that a

writer's metaphors may also tell the reader other things aboutAim and his
0

attitudes, as well as, the attitudes he wishes the, reader to see.

Language without metaphor is difficult. Turbayne in The Myth of'Metaphor

(1970) declares that there are two aspects of metaphor as a process of thought.

. These aspects are the awareness of the Presence of metaphor and the avoidance

of being "victimized" by metaphor or being used by metaphor. To become aware

of the presence of metap-hor or to use a metaphor involves an awareness orthe

presence of metaphcr and the avoidance of being "victimized" by metaphor or

being used by metaphor. To become aware of the presence of metaphor or to

use a metaphor involves an awareness that there is "sort crossing." That is:

there is a re-presenting of the facts of one sort in idioms appropriate to

another. Also, .there is a pretense that two different things or sorts refer,-ed

to En each pair share a similar name and similar qualities (sort-Crossing).

The fable, the parable, the allegory, the analogy, the myth, and the.model are
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extended Or sOstained metaphors. None of these are, what they appear: they

are all cases of representing the facts that .belong to one sort as if they

belonged to another. Burke, according to Turbayne (1970), states that a metaphor

offers "perspective". Metaphor is a device for seeing something in terms of

something else. A metaphor tells us something about ohe character considered

frqm.the point of view of another character. To consider A from the point of

view of B is to use B as a microscope with which to view A more closely and

k differently. "The metaphor is a stereoscope of ideas (Turbayne 1970:21)."

An effective metaphor acts like a screen through which we look at the

world. It fillc the facts, suppressing some and emphasizing others. It

"brings forward aspects that might not be seen at all through another medium.

(Turbayne 1970:21)." These aspects are potentially powerful because they can

cause a shift of attitudes towards the object being viewed. A powerful metaphor,

4 N11;

in other-words, produces "shifts of attitudes."

A change in attitudes can even cause a change in fact. When the attitudes

are changed and this change becomes acceptable to many, the old descriptions

are neglected, and the facts are changed. The tomato re-allocated ,to the

vegetable class changes its taste. The human characteristics that Aesop pre-

/

,tended were owned by animals have become literally part of these animals'

characteristics: foxes have become cunning and lambs have become gentle.

And, should teacners continue to see the place where they work as a zoo, stu-

dents will come to be seen, more and more, as suitable 'for training as opposed

to teaching.

The problem with powerful metap.iors is that, when pretense is dro ed,

what was before called a screen or filter is now more appropriately called a

disguise or mask. There is a difference between using a metaphor and being

fused by it, between using a model and mistaking the model for the thing
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described. One is to make believe that something is the case, the other is `

to believe that something is the cast.

According to Turbaynt (1970), being used by a metaphor or taking a

metaphor literally is a case of sort-trepassing. .An example of metaphors

entering a stage of a near literalness is the 'metaphor of "teacher burnout."

Teachers are "assumed t6 be like fires. fires burn and die. If teacherscare

like fires, _then they too can 'burn vigorously and then become lifeless. It

is a case 'of different sorts of fires. If A is aware of the metaphor while

B is not, B is zzaking the metaphor literally and the metaphor disappears.

The mask has bepome the faCe. Simiiarly in the case of models, the model can

become the thing. The 'vjctimpf a powerfUl metaphor eventual.ly does not know

that there are other Wayi of viewing the world. His view becomes the only

reali.ty rather one of a number of options.

is

Schon (1963, 1979) extends metaphors into the area of 'Social problems.:

Selori states that metaphors are centrafto how we think abobt fhe world, sit-

, .

uations, and 6ings; how we make sense of reality; how we define problems we

later try tc solve; how we interpret others; and, whether our thinking involves

a generative metaphor. A generative metaphor, says Schon (1979;254), is the

II carrying over of frames or perspectives from one domain of experience to

another." He sees the problem-solving process as essentially,"coming to see

things in new ways".

Schon (1979) asserts that difficulties in social policy and social probleffis

have more to do with problem setting than with problem solving. Oifficulfies

have more to do with how the questions are posed and what purposes are to be

achieved than with the selection of optimal means for achieving them. Often

the analyzing of a problem, the description of the problem, and the story that

interprets the problem depend on the metaphor used in discussing that problem.



Thereford, the direction of problem-solving is already set. `
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A,student comes into class crying. If the teacher asks the child who

made him cry, the direction of the answer is apparent.. q6Wever, another answer

is expected .if the question thanges to:

1. What did the older students do to you?

2. Do you want 40 go home?
,

3. How badly al.e you hurt?'

in short, we can expose our metaphor, elaborate the assumptions which

flow from it, and examine their appropriatness to present situations. The

notion of generative metaphor becomes an interpretive tool for the critical

analysis of social policy. Since we already think about social policy in terms

of certain pervasive and tacit genera,tive metaphors, we can become more

critically aware of them.

The object of the problem-solving perspective is to search for solutions.

Problems themSelves are generally assumed to be given;,but, we cannot yet
-

solve them. The task becomes to find solutions to known problems. Bu/ Sch&

(1979) claims'that the problems -are not given. They.are, in real,ity, con-

structed by human beings in their attempt to make sense of complex and troub-

ling situations. Ways of describing problems change from one century to another,

one era to another, one town to another, or one society to another. New des-

criptions of problems tend not to spring from) the solutions to the earlrer

problem, but evolve independently as new features of situations that come

into prbminence. 'In the 1970's, health problems were often described from

a diet perspective, while in the' 1980's the same health problems are being

described from an air pollution perspective. The urban problem tended to be

defi.ned in the 1950's as "congestion", in the 1960's as "poverty", and in the

1970's as "fiscal insolvency."
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Each view of the problem conveys a different view of reality and represents

a special way of "seeing". Each view selects a few salient features and re-

lations from what would otherwise be an overwhelming complex reality.

metaphoric view offers a coherent organization and describes what rs wrOng

with the present situation in such a Way as to set the direction for future

transformation. Through this process, there is a leap from fact to val es,

from "is" to "ought".

The sense of the obviousness of what is wrong and what nEeds fixing is

the hallmark of generative metaphor in the fleld of social policy. A girl

says to a boy "I know your,type", and she has him pegged. Her perception of

him may change, but not her cat'egory. Or a man meets another person walking

a street. She looks to him like someone'he went to school with and he 4gins

to call her by name; but,ishe 'turns out to be somedhe else. Humans 'look for

old things to define or to recognize the new. But what seems obviously correct

in a new situation may, upon reflection, seemlutterly wrong. Insofar as 3

generative metaphor leads to a sense of the obvious, its con.sequences may be
4.

negative as well as positive. When we see A as B, we may not necessarily*un-

derstand A any better than before, although we understand it differently than
4

before. Howwell we understand A has something to do with how well we under-
.

stood B to begin with, and also something to do with the ways in which seeing

A and B leads us to restructure our perceptions of A. At any stage of the life

cycle of generative metaphor, we may be seeing A as B and distorting or ignoring

what would be upon reflection,. important features of A.

Dominant Educational Metaphors A

There are numerous metaphors in education, i.e. military, growth, sculpture,

economics, prisons, sports, and industry. Upon examination, we have chosen

8



three which are dominant in education and, in particular, form the basis for

inservice programs. These are the technological, political an cultural

metaphors. Each will be examined in detail.

Technological Metaphor

Schon (1967) presents the dynamics of industrial chahge as a metaphor.

for change in our society as a whole. His view of innovati9n is that

"1. It cap-be managed.
2. It m st be analyzed into its component parts and be made subject to

rational steps.4
3. it follows a series 9f orderly steps, each of which seems to relate

special effOrts to corporate objectiveS, and each lends itself to
effective management practice along familiar corporate lines (SchOn
1967y19)."

To reduce the risks of innovati9n, SchOn (1967) states, people do things

only when they have been shown they are worth doing. This rational'view of

innovation assumes that inventiOn follows as a series of orderly steps intel-'

ligently directed toward an objective spelled out in advance. There is a

rigid division of labor between those concerned with the need (marketing)"

and those concerned with the technique (technology).. -

Western\ society accepts this rational view of innovation because it views

functions as an idealized, after-the-fact view of innovation that can be con-

trolled, managed, and justified. Such a view tends to calm fears, gain sup-

port, or give an illusion of wisdon. It is more encoueaging to believe that

innovation is essentially a deliberate and rational process in whichsuccess

is assured by intelligent eff9rt.

There may, in truth, be utility in acting as if this were true. The

formulation of objectives for technical effort provides a stimulus for action

and a direction for the effort. Planning the process of innovation, which.

assumes the goal-directed order structure of the rational view, has utility

'

as a programming device.
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'Bennis, Benne, and Chin (1969) state lhat strategies of innovation should

be consistent with the metaphor, that they-represent. Tfie emp4,ricaLratiOnal

approach iMplies that men are rational and, once, they.understand an innovation,

will accept it. innovations are adorfted if they can be ratTonally justified

tdnd show:n that the adopter 1,419 benefit by the change. The assumption is that

reason determines the process of iniaating i-nnovations; thus., scientific inves-
,

tigation is the best way of extending a certain-kind of,knowledge from a basic

research to practicarapplication.

Lauer (1973) sees technology as the driving force behit'id change. Man

seems to be forever gasping to keep up and adapt to the w6rld that technology

is creating. .North Americans "view technology as the Savior (Lauer 1973:102)."

0

This metaphor stems from such ideas as the Baconian notion that knowledge"is,

power. The development and application of new technology-is seen as able.to,

resolve all the varied problems of mankind. August Comte (1798-1857) gave

impetus to this viewpoint by equating social progress with the development of

sEientists and militarists, sharing the conviction that the development and
o

application of technology tay resolve the problems of mankind.

0,.hers see the extreme opposite: technology is the source of man's ills.

0

This conception derives in part from thinkers like Rousseau and Thoreau and

their ideas of natura!ism and in part from the various socialists% crioticisms

of the capitalistic misuse of technology. Jaques Ellul, according to Lauer

(1973), sees modern man losing control over his destiny.too rampant technology.

Man is seen-as having become,enslaved to that which he thought was his serVant.

Man has created and is devoured by his own creation. And, in the process, his

4

patterns 96 thought and behavior have become phenomena shaped by technology.

Theodore Roszak, Lauer (1973) suggests, paints a grim picture of technology's

role in the modern world. Leaders justify their behavior by using technical

1 0
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evert% who ha'Ve, in turri, justified themselves by appealing to scientific

thought. In their view, beyond the authority of science there is no

perSuasrvenes;.'

The role of technology in change has become enormous because it has:

1. increased our alternatives.

2., altered interaction patterns.

3. created new socipl problems.

. Hyman (1973:30), states that the

9

"technological metaphor is a deadly-one. Its pervasiveness
reflects our society's emphasis on getting and spending, on
producing and consuming. It is dead* because it subvefts'
Kumane interaction. Behavior leads the teachee-toetreat
the student-as inanimate objects, as thilgs'to be processed,.
stamped out, and finished on the conveyof-Belt.assembly line
instead of as evolving people. It _leads the teachee to think

that he can and should decide what'his product (the studeni)
will become without c.onsulting/With the student."

.*

Johnson (1976) illustrates hoW tec6ology, i a generative metaphor of

education. By about"1930, school administrators were perceiving themselves

as business managers. Pr ctices which enabled industrial managers to increase

wages and lower costs were assumed to be applicable to education. School

problems were defiiied in business, technical, and financial terms. There was
/

an emphasis on hoW to do thLngs rather than on why. The tunctio3 bnd the

nature of, education were scarcely mentioned. Getting the work done,as effic-

iently as.,possible and the satisfaCtion of the worker were seen as naturally

compatible goals. The importance of the work, itself, was not mentioned. A

House (1979) describes the technological_metaphor aS having\\ replaced the

tacit basis of curriculum with a more systematic and rationalized approach.

This innovation process is separated into functions and components based on

rational analysis and empirical research. flouse (1979) suggests that the

Clark-Guba Re§earch, Development, and Diffusion model of educational innovation,
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stilA dominates government thinking about change. The tdchnological metaphor .

focusei. On the innovation because+it assumes that everyone is pursuing a

'common engAnd,the means'are not a problem. Jhe technologi.cal metaphor re-

.flects a society believing in progress. The only, probiem iS to find how best

to achieve this progress.

Political Melaphor

The Political metaphor states tRat man makes'histori through.competi.tion

and conflict. Among North Americans, conflict is a central concern. Dahrendor,

write Lauer (1973), argues that social conflict has estructliral origin, namely,

the power relations tpat prevail in elk social organizations.. In other words,

group conflict is to be understood as a conflict about the Vegitimacy of re- .

'latiOns of authority: "Change is ubiquitous (Lauer_1971:249)."

Even assuming that most changes may be effected democratically, there may

be an unwillingness to expend the time and energy necessary for democratic

procedures. From the point of view of efficiency or profit, the elitist approach

of 'Tfecting change with or without the willingness of others involved in the

.-change Ls smperior. The basis of the political metaphor is power tactics,

wllose desired outcome facilitates nm relationships.

Lauer states that conflict leads to change. Other writers who'ma,ke.the

same link are the Wilsons, in their study of Central Africa The Analysis ST

Social Change; Martindale, in hidescriptioneof socie/al creativitV in Social

. .

Life and Cul/ural Change; and Durant, his st,udy identifying cooflidt.as a ,

. ,

changt factor in Florence in Th Renaissance. Leper 0973:40 writes thai
.

t .

.

.

II conflict is a driving mechanism for change ... power is /he naffe of the game". .

.

,..
0

.

Any effort to direct power, therefore, 'requires tfre mobiiizatidn and manipulation

,
'

. .

of power over oihers. The pOwer strategy emphasizes the ability'to cderce .

.

-

-... ts

and involves the cOntrol of information and creation of aiiibigtAty.

,
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Bennis, Benne, and Chin (1971) consider the political metaphor a process

of influence involvi.ng an application of power in 'Acme form, political or

otherwip. Those with less power Comply to the plan, direction, and leadership

of those with greater power. Often the power or authority of law or admini-

strative policy is behind the change to be effected. Some power strategies

may appeal less to the use of authoritative power than to coercive power,

legitimate or no?, in support of the change soupt. The political metaphor

assumes that man acts on the\basis of power relationships - legitimate or

coerciye.

Bennis, Benne, and Chin stat that power 'and coercion are ingredients of

all human action. The difference lies in the kind of power used to implement

change and the way in which power is generated then aPplied in the process of

effecting change. The application of this metaphor dependsLon.knowtedge as a_

major source°of power, especially based in the form of knowledge-based technology.

In this view people of knowledge are legitimate sources of power and the de-

sirable flow of inf1uence or power is through processes of education from

people whoknow to people who don 't know. There_is a recOgnition of the im-

portgiice of the non-cognitive determinants of behavior as resistances or

supports to changing values, attitudes, and feelings at the personal level

and norms and relationships at the social level.

House.(1979) uti,lizes the concept (:). personal face-to-face interaction

as a key idea in his concept of pol\ itical metaphor. Personal contact is

essential in innovation because it provides the opportunity for two-way

questioning, per/suasion, and the kind of iritense interaction that must accompany

chanc..Jhe political metaphor places high value on competing factional groups,

mutual adaption, and curriculum negotiation:
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Johnson (1976) writes that education, in the late 1950's and 1960's,

borrowed the economic portion Of the political me'aphor. The result is known

as the economics of education. Studies in this new area attempted to demon-

strate the validity of a theory of economics which held.that education increases

persoral income and promotes-economic growth. Increased expenditures on education

and increased years of schooling were justified on the basis ofleducation's re-

puted contribution to the economic productivity of the country.

Since measuring output is necessary to determine productivity and the

effects of efforts to increase it,-only factors of output which are measurable

can be taken seriously. When this philosophy is carried over into education,

it means that components or goals, which are unmeasurable or difficult to

measure, like creativity, critical thinking, or awareness are eliminated in

favor of easily measured,goals such as'word recognition, wiqting, and math-

ematical computations.

Since economists are not concerned with studying the actual production

process, then educators are not encouraged to study the actual teaching-learning

process but are encouraged to study the inputs and outputs from the school

system. Economists use the concepts of "progress", "efficiency" and "growth"

in a special may. These concepts are not to threaten social stability, that

is, the durrent status quo of business and government. Disarmament, for example,

wouldn't be considered."progress" or "efficiency" by economists if it threatened

to disrupt the stability of corporations, no matter how much it contributed

to the quality of life (Johnson 1976).

Population studies made by economists of education measure group achievement,

not individual achievement, so that this output can be measured against ex-

penditures for education in order to determine at what rate productivity in

education is increasing or decreasing; to determine which population groups



are being educated with the greatest cost-effectiveness; and to compare

expenditures for education with the output produced by expenditures in social

areas competitive with education'such as health care, job training, or welfare.

In the political metaphor, there is an emphasis upon political and economic

sanctions in the exercise of power. Another strategy is the utilization of

moral power, playing upon sentiments of guilt and shame. Political power

caries with it legitimacy and sanctions those who break the law. Getting a

law passed against racial discrimination in the school brings legitimate co-

4

ercive power behind efforts to desegregate the school, threatening those who

resist with penalties under the law and thus reducing the resistance of those

who.ara morally oriented against breaking the faw. Economic/power exerts

coercive influence over the decisions of those to whom it is applied. Federal

appropriations granting funds to local schools for increased emphasis upon

French instruction tend to exercise coercive influence over the decisions

of local school,officiais-cOnEiiiiTri§-the emphasi-s-of the school curriculum,

In general, this power-coercive metaphor seeks to mass political and economic

power behind the change goals which the strategists of change have oecided are

desirable. These strategies tend to divide the society when there is a division

of opinion and power in that society. Bennis, Benne, and Chin assert that

when a power-coercive way of making decisions is accepted as natural, the

power struggle shifts to the negotiation table where compromise and tradeoffs

between competing interests may become the expected goals of the intergroup

exchange.

The political metaphor suggests that all is not harmonious. There will

be problems and value conflicts, writes House (1979). Not everyone wants the

same thing. Opposing factions will either have to bargain and compromise or

resort to political devices. Conflict is not only possible but probable;



however, a fundamental assumption is that there will be enough value consensus

so that compromise can be achieved successfully even though securing the co-

operation of others becomes problematic. One must reach agreements with others,

must come to understanding, and must secure their assent before proceeding.

To many, innovaXion is seen as political, and only through conflict is pro-

gress possible- The political metaphor assumes that differences will be

resolved by bargaining.

Political power has traditionally prayed an important part in achieving

changes in education. The process of re-education for persons whO are to con-

duct themselves in new ways still has to be carried out. The new conduct

often requires new knowledge, skills, attitudes, and value orientations. On

the social level, new conduct may require changes in norms, roles, and rela-

tionship structures of the institutions involved. These changes combine pol-

itical coercive and normative re-educative strategies, both before and after

the political action (Bennis, Benne, and Chin 1971).

Cultural Metaphor

The cultural metaphor is not entirely new. According to Joyce.and Weil

(1972), this metaphor can be traced to Plato,!s Republic, Aristotle's The Work

.of.ArstotLe,.Augustjne's City of God, Sir Thomas More's Utopia, Comenius'

The Great Didactic, and John Lock's Some Thoughts Concerning Education. More

recently, John bewey's Democracy and Education combined a view of society

with a view of the intellectual process to develop a conception of education'

in which democratic processes were central. Herbert A. ThelenEducation

and Human Quest and Donald Oliver and James Shaver's Teaching Public Issues

in the High School are other books that have used this metaphor.

Joyce and Weil emphasize the relationship of the person to his society

or his direct relationships with oeher people. They reflect a view of human

G
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nature which gives priority to social relations and the creation of a better

society; and, they see the processes by which reality is socially negotiated

as vitally important. With respect to goals,,°the improvement of the individual's

ability to relate to others is very important. The cultural metaphor places

emphasis on the personal psychology and the emotional life of the individual.

Heavy emphasis is also placed on social relations: how individuals conceptualize

and relate to each other as people and how they relate to their society as a

social institution. Each man constructs knowledge by reflecting on his own

experrence. The result is pluralistic and the essence of the democratic

process is the creation of interaction among the unique, personal worlds of

individuals so that a shared reality is created. This shared reality would

embrace personal worlds and encourage their growth while providing for common

investigation, growth, and governance.

McNeil (1977:5) breaks the cultural metaphor into five elements:

"1. Participation. There is consent, power-sharing, negotiations,

and joint responsibility by co-participants. It is essentially

nonauthoritarian and not unilateral.

2. Integration. There is interaction, interpenetration, and inte-

gration of thinking, feelings, and action.

3. Relevance. The subject matter is closely related to the basic
needs and lives of the participants and is significant to them,

both emetionally and intellectually.

4. Self. The self is a legitimate object oflearning.

5. Goal. The social goal or puepose is to develop the whole per-
son within a human society."

Sarason (1971) sees the school'as a sub-culture of the culture. He

portrays the school as a set of s.tructures interacting roles in a tradition-

dominated social setting. Goodlad (1975:205) asserts that an ecological model

of education "in which both living and non-living things constitute a system and

interact within it" is needed. The school culture, community, and school-

commUnity are all part or a total ecosystem. Goodlad's sotiety is oriented
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homeostatically towards maintenance of a stable environment. All are parts of

the same system or ecosystem. Thus, power as used -in the political metaphor

Would harm both the user and the one being used. Every person and every thing

has consequences for all other persons and things. Nothing, according te Goodlad,

is inconsequential. Individuality and uniqueness exist; butboth function and

are understood i relation to the whole and to the other parts of the whole.

House (1979) believes that the cultural metaphor assumes a more fragmented

society when there's more value consensus within sfocial groups but less con-

sensus among social groups. Separate parts of the system are seen as more

different than alike. They must- e approached cautiously as one would approach

a foreign culture. This cultural metaphor is suggestive of societal fragmen-

tation. The swarate groups neither share values nor pre they certain about

another group's value system. Even common agreement is problematic since two

different cultures may not understand 'ach other. The possibilities for mis-
)

understanding multiply. One must be concerned about the unanticipated effects

of an innovation in an unknown culture. Action becomes difficult.

As the cuLtural mataphoy develops,_House expects to see anthropological

change concepts such as cultural ecology, environmental adaptation, and multi-

linear evolution brought into play to explain educational change. Since culture

isca unitary concept, the cultural metaphor can explain conflict only by por-

traying a clash between two distinct cultures or by utilizing concepts such as

societal interaction.

This metaphor assumes that men are inherently active. The relation between

man and his environment is transactional. Man, the organism, does not passively

await given stimuli from his environment in order to respond. Intelligence

arises in the process of shaping organism-environmental relations towards more

adequate fitting and joining of organismic demands and environbent resources.

8
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Intelligence is social, rather than narrowly individual. Men are guided

in their action by commAnicated meaning, norms, and institutions by norMative

culture. At a personal level, men are guided by internalized meaning, habits,

and values. -Changes in patterns of action are changes at the personal level,

in habits and values as well. Man must participate in his own re-education

if he is to be re-educated at all.

Bennis, Benne, and Chin assert that the change agent seeks to avoid

manipulation and indoctrination of if-1-6 client. Those committed to this chan§e

approach tend to see the person as the basic unit of social organization.

Persons are capable of creative, life-affirming, self-respecting-responses;

choices and actions. People must make a conscious effort to learn from their

experiences of self-direction if change is to be maintained and continued.

The assumption is that the adopter is,not passive, waiting for solutions

from without, but rather is in active swch of a solution to problems. The

strategy is based on a psychotherapeutic model of change-agent .(counsellor)

and adopter (client) in which, with the c?llaboration of the agent, the client

works out changes for himself. Therefore, the cousellor needs less technical

.

training. There are two pripciple objectIves.
_

These are:

1. to improve the problem-solving capacities of the client of adopting

system, in particular the human relationship as these bear on the

functioning of the system itself.
4

2. to bring selfTclarity and personal development to the individuals

within the system, on the premise that personal change will lead

eventually to organizational changes.

The technological metaphor views man as rational and willing o change

when ghten enough facts; change is a serips of orderly steps; and technology
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ca, solve man's problems. The Political metaphor states that man can be changed

under the tutelage of a change-agent; conflict leads to change; and, power is

the power-coercive ingredient of all human action. The cultural metaphor views

society as an eco'system where all men are equal. Ilan constructs his knowledge

by reflecting on his own experiences and needs to be an active participant in

his own re-education. The following chart summarizes in more detail the three

metaphors under various headings.. See Figure 1, Page 19.

inservice Education

We contend that the three domi.nant societal metaphors that we have just

finished describing are apparent throughout all of education, particularly

making their distinctions' felt in the building and the carrying out of

educational inservice. Inservice is an important aspect of educational change.

is a major vehicle used to promote change within education.

Arends, Hersh_and Turner (1978) offer three reasons why inservice is

important:

"1. with declining enrollments and related redudt1ons.4.n the workforce, '

schools must emphasize developing current human resOurces over hiring
new ones.

2. as the demands for educatiónal reform have grown louder, moreshoOls
have attempted to implement new programs that requine_new attitudes
and skills on the part of current staff.

3. traditional practices for organizing inservice education and times...of
scarce resources have rendered many would-be providers of inservice'
impotent (Arends, Hersh and Turner_1978:196)."

a

Cooper and Hund (1978:61) Identify five changes that suggest a need fj77

continued inservice activities for teachers:

I. Changes in educational technology methodology and equipment.

2. the advent of new techniques for daily instruction.

3. the dissemination of innovation and new programs.
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4. the discrepancy between preservice preparation and professional
expectancies. 0

5. chainges in the roles of teachers occasioned by a rapidly changing
culture.

While inservice is an important aspect of the implementation of curriculum

development, it is not without its problems. Agne (1978) states that inservice
. -

planning is woefully inadequate. Most school systems award relatively low

priority to inservice4programs. Too often, inservice programs grow out of such

considerations as 1) who. is available, 2) who receives'enthusiastic reviews,
I

and 3) what educational topics are au courant, rather than originating in the

needs of the classroom and community. Wilen and Kindsvatter (1978) write that

inservice education has, for the most part, been left for teachers to manage

on an individual basis and at their own expense. Inservice has rarely been

considered a high priority by school districts and, as a result, a substantial

and continuous financial commitment to comprehensive staff development programs

has been lacking. The one or tW'Otday inservice programs and occasional summer

workshops organized by school districts have been the most visible approach

to staff -development. But such workshops have had only minimal effect on

teachers instructional skills and student learning for at least three reasons

(Wilen_andJaadsva.tter 1978). They are:

I. Teachers' attitudes towards inservice education have ranged from
complacency to antagonism.

2. teachers have had little opportunity for input into the nature and
design of the programs.

3. exposure to inservice education has lacked sufficient intensity to
creat a critical impact.

Cooper and Hund (1978) state that the problems associated with traditional

inservice training models focus on teacher attitudes, acquisition of skills,

and generalization and/or maintenance of effect. Planning and assessment is

/

usually executed by educational authorities other than, the classroom teacher.
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This tradition has sometimes resulted in an extreme bitterness within the

teaching profession. The methodology of information disemination by large

group lectures, small group discussions, and media presentations may not be

suitaBle in meeting teachers' needs. And last, inservice trainers have not

implemented procedures to generalize or maintain positive changes in teacher

behavior. Houston nd Freibert (1979) charge that inservice prow-ems are like

perpetual motion machines - they attempt tv get something for nothing. In.-

service educatldn receives little priority within the profession as sChool

boards face mounting demands but tight budget restrictions. Programs are

--

fashioned without regard to research firlding; wittioUt an integrated plan in-

cluding long-range goals; without being articulated with other resources programs,

and community needs; and, sometimes even without the input of those_purported

to benefit.

\

Wood and Thompson (1980) summarize the ineffectiveness of inserviCe education

4

in four statements:
\

1. Overcoming a negative atti.tude toward inservice attributable to:

inadequate planning and organization, unrelatedness to personal day:.

. % r
to-day. practice, non-participation by practitioners in the planning,

inadequate needs assessMent, unclear objectives, lack of follow-up

in the classroom setting after training, and recognition that change

is a gradual process.

2. Overcoming administrators' negative views about teachers with respect

to inservice. Lack of motivation, peed for cajoling, and lack of

self-direction are \common allegations.

3. Locating the inservice.away from the classroom, over-emphab!zing the

receiving of information by telling rather than by doing, and failing

to demonstráte-the-leinds_of.practices which teachers are to use in

the classrooM minimize the value of inervice.

23
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4. Ezonorlic and moral.support for profeilonal development at school,,

district, and provincial levels, by admiristratiVe and elected

"officials often lacking.

Kozuch (1978) writes that tlie most significant reason for ineffective

inservice programs is the.human factor Pf.teacher.perceptions (suoh,as:)

1. linSatisfactory previous experi,ences with implementation.

2. per.sistence of teacher's previous orientation when a change-of role

or approach is required.

3. lack of conviction that change is needed.

4. conflict between teacher's conviction and perception of role as opposed

to that being promoted in the inservice.

5. perceived inability to control worki4Econditions when adjustments

in those conditions appear necessary to a,ccomplish the change.

Cruickshank, Lorish, and Thompson (1979:2) Write that there are few clear

concepts and definitions coricerning inservice educa,tion. "There is not even

agreement on what inservice education is." Also, they state, there is an ab-
,

senceof facts and conditional propositions. tlithout concepts and definitions,

' they continue, how can we carry cin a dialogue? Without facts, how can we

understand the many factes of a particular activity? Without conditional

propositions, how do we:know what will follow or 4.esult from any given action?

Therefore, writing, discussions, and criticisms are lmost exculsively rhet-

\orical and more ornamental than useful.
4

Inservice has been defined in several ways. Each hs its own frame of

reference. The following are examples of the various perspectives used when

defining inservice. See Figure 2, (page 23).

Writers do not agree that inservice is educational, training, or a program.
.

Joyce, in a presentation in Edmonton in Fall, 1980, made no distinction between
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FIGURE 2

/*

Examples of Definitions of 'Inservice"

Agne (1978:91)

Anderson, Seonzo
(1978:83).

'Chambeek (1977:13)

Edelfelt and
Johnson (1975:5)

Fisher (1978:56)

Henderson (1978:12)

KoneEk, Stein
(3978:43)'

Zigarmi, Betz, and

Jensen (1977:545)

"an employment-oriehted educational site-
specific training designed to meet the needs
of a particulavAchool system or community."

-"the stim of all Oanned activitiRs designed
for ttie purpose of improving, expanding, and
renewing the skills, knowledge and abilities
of participants."

,o

"'process whereby Ihe teacher is enabled to 're-

, store and/or maintain and/or develop or elabor-
,ate,still fUrther his vocational self-constructs
of 'I am 'a teacher'."

Pau firofessional development that a teachei- un-
dertakes singly or with other teachers after
receiving his initial certification and after
begircning professional. practice."

"causes of change in a pre-ordained direction
-through prog4ms desigcled to improve the compe-

tences of personnel in education."

"'structural activitiel designed, exclusively or
primarily, to improve profes'sional performance."

"job-specific educational-program organized to
meet the needs of employer and employee within

the local.setting."

-"irMildqually-planned activities.for the ,improve-

ment of in§tructional develcipment of staff mem-_

bers."
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education"'and "training". Th_i!!tter is frequently a heated debate in

eductiOnal Cfrcle's, wri,tes Schwartz (1980). Other te,rms used by writers An-

clbde employment, employees, employers, and employer-planned. These terms have,

very different meanings from professional development or professional'perfor-

, .mance% The purpose ofen inservice for employees in incompatible with the

purpose of inservice for professionals. inservices that are individueily1

rA'anned will be very different from rnservices that are employer-planned.

Many of the terms used in the definations are incompatible. The nature of
_

the-inservice(will depen.d upon which, frame'of reference is the basis for in-
,

service, how the ques.tiOns are posed, and whai purposes..aretto be achieved.

The description of the problem.depends on the stance Aed in discussing the

problem,and it, in turil, Will indicate the direction of the solution. [There *. .

are many different conceptiQns.of what an "effective inservice program is".]

short, these conceptions are based, in large part, on the particular metaphor

valued by the-participantS..' .g

4
4

N.

-An Effecti-ve Inservice:Program

7
'Not On': is,tbere no common'definitip of.the tbrm inserv4ce, there is

no'agreement as 'to What ig involved iWgin dffegtive inservice. Brimmand
a

l'ollett 0974:523) cgriducted a s'urveby
:
meáns o-f, a' Tea Cher's Attitude Torrards

-

In-Service InveAtory. Usimg Likertu-type scaleo respondents were asked to
r,.

flqact to a number or statt.mens,,, Eighti-nine.percent of the teachers surveyed. "
. . , . ,

.

felt that inservice should strengthen their.professIon6y.,Competencies. Ninety-
.

six pe'rcent felt that inservice,should include aqiy1ties-9which allow for the

different interests which exist among,teachers. Ninety,percent of the teachers

felt that inservice should help thewto upgrade their classroom performances.%

Teachers also stated that inservite shoutd also focui on'the classroom aspect .
. of teaching; and that teachers qeeded to be. involved in the development of

programs, activjties and methods of evaluating inservIce.

4
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Joyce and Showers (1980) state that inservice educational programs should

allow the trainees to go through three levels of impact before change can be

ensured. The outcomes of training are: 1) awareness or the acquisition of

concepts or organized knowledge; 2) the learning of principles and skills;

and 3) the ability to apply those principles and skills in problem-solving

activities.

Zigarmi, Beta, and Jensen (1977:545-555) concluded from a 1975 set of

questionnaires given to a representative sampling of 1239 South Dakota teachers,

that inService must:

1) consist of !ran), approaches to staff development;
*

2), be responsibe to /eachers' needs;

3) 6 .on the interest and strengths of teachers;

4
'

4) asSume,that teachers can be resources to each other;

' 5) involve teachers as planners.

kOliver (1980:394-395) states that an inservice program should assume that

the "scientific inquiry approach is a valLd and valuable tool that teachers,

administrators and support personnel can use to translate dducational goals

ipto specific methods for achieving them:"

Arends (.1978:2007201) states that:inseNice should promote life-long

learnin6 for the rndividual professional. The needs of the "mature professional"
0

are different from th Weeds of the youngen professional. inservice shoul4

'

allow mature profess ionsts to clarify career options, increace their interpersonal

competencies, and actualize their potential as professionals. Inservice education

programs, writes Arend, should allow teachers to.integlate wdrk and education

into their life. It should take into account not only- the teacher's knowledge,

but also their intentions, competencies, beliefs, and actidns. A mature pro-
.

t.
fessianal is de'fined by Hunt (1978) as the fourth stage in the career development

2P"
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of teachers. Hunt's four stages of the life cycle of a teacher are: survival,

consolidation, renewal, and maturity. He states that inservice programs should

give more atttntion to how teachers learn and to how teachers' learning styles
e

are related to their teaching styles. Teachers then could become more able to

personalize the learning experiences of their students.

Roy Bacon (1980), the co-ordinator of Inservice Education for the City of

--

Manchester Education Department, England, offers four major categories of teachers:
?

I. Beginners - fresh, enthusiastic and optimistic.

2. Pioneers - leadership potential, motivated, committed, ambitious.

3. Maintainers backbone of the professional, keep the school running,

difuse problems.

4. Settlers - cynical, do not want help or advice, often near retirement.

According to Bacon, these fOur groups have four different types of inservice

needs.

The task or goals of inservice have been described in a number of ways.

Some writers discuss teachers' needs and career options, while othei-s discuss

the system's needs, student's needs or curriculum's needs. Teachers are labeled as

clients, mature professionals, or trainees by writers and educators. Educational

terms have different connotations. For example, a "mature professional" does

not have the same connotation as "client." The term client refers to a psy-

chotherapeutic system where there is a therapist and a client (Miles 1964:439).

The client enters a two.person temporary system which will last long enough

.for certain objectives to be reached. The te'rm client indicates that thei-e is
c.

something wrong which needs to be changed. The therapist knows what is wrong

and he will manipulate the client into making a change, a deficit change,

writes Miles (1964). The mature professional will be involved in voluntary

and self-imposed change crtative change.
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Some writers suggest that inservice s ould be based on a step-by-step

---
scientific inquiry approach while others have no particular implementation

plan. When examining the ideas of the writers who describe the inservtce_ex-

perience, it becomes apparent that not everyone has the same expectations of -

)

inservice programs. Wood and Thompson (1980:374) write:

"Inservice education, as it is constituted, is the slum of
American education. It is disadvantaged, poverty-striken,

neglected, and has little effect. Most staff development
programs are irrevelevant and ineffective, a waste of time
and money. Disjointed workshops and courses focus on infor-
mation dissemination rather than stressing the use of infor-
mation or appropriate practice in the classroom. Seldom are

these programs part of a comprehensive plan to achieve goals

set by the school staff." .

Three Metaphors of Inservice Education

Certainly, there is little agreement about what constitutes good inservice

education. We believe that the reason so little agreement exists is that little

thought has been given to the underlying metaphors involved in each dominant

model of inservice education. There are choices in_how inservice might be con-

ducted; and, we believe these choices have a direct correlation to the three

dominant metaphors of Western society discussed earlier. Specifically, the

technological metaphor produces the R.D. and D. inservice model. The political

metaphor produces the problem-solving inservice model. And, third,'the cultural
0

metaphor produces the social interaction inservice model.

The Research, Development and Diffusion Model of Inservice (R.D. & D.): The

Technological Metaphor

"The history of the Research, Development and Diffusion model of innovation

goes back at least 20 years to the launching of Spu6-lik and to the attacks on

the school curriculum by university scholars (House 1979:2)." The space race

with Russia justified a curriculum reform movement that was elitist and dedicated

2a



to the pursuits of excellence (MacDonald, Walker 1976). This model, writes House,

goes back to the heady optimism and supreme confidence of the post war era,

during the Kennedy years, when people believed that research for new knowledge

and the proper technologizing and dissemination of that knowledge could solve

technical, societal, or any problem that might be encountered. Solving problems

was primarily a matter of attention, applicationand money. A problem could

be saved with the ministering and management of appropriate resources, whether

that problem Was the_ Vietnam war or education.

Goals for schools, however, reflect much of-what is immediate in the

surrounding society and are designed to be corrective (Goodlad 1975). Research

funds for industry and the military far exceed funds for education. When ed-
.__

ucators were under pressure to make changes in the educational system, and their

own research and development activities had been inadequate to their problems,

they often reached over and borrowed-research theory and method from other fields

(Johnson 1976:6-7).

House (1974) suggests that when problems became acute enough, like the

education problem of the 1960's, they could always be fixed by the application

of resources and technological know-how. A package could be 'massyroduced and

widely disseminated. These solutiou were relatively inexpensive per unit and

highly profitable for those producing them. The producer controls the process

and the type of innovation.

The "Clark-Guba" model (1965) was the first innovation model borrowed

from industry and the military. This model assumes:

I. that research was a primary importance and proposed, unquestioningly

to get research findings to use (MacDonald and Walker 1976).

2. that dissemination and implementation are technical problems giving

rise to .purely technical solutions (MacDonald and Walker 1976).
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3. that.a central expert is not available to the average teacher (Becker

and Maclure 1978).

4. that learning materials could be engineered in the way that a neW

household product could be produced (Becker and Maclure 1978).

5. 'that knowledge has something that could be delivered in "packages"

and was largely independent of personal interactiOn between teachers

and those taught (Becker and Maclure 1978).

6. that "There should be 6 rational sequence (for the developer in the,

evolution and applicationpf an innovation. This sequence should

include research, development and packaging before mass dissemination

takes place" (Havelock and_Havelock 1973:12).

7. that there-has to be Planning, usually on a massive scale over a long

period of time (Havelock and Havelock 1973:12).

8. that there has to be a division and co-ordination of labor to be in

accord with the rational sequence and the planning (Havelock and Havelock

1973:12).

9. that a more-or-less passive but rational consumer will accept and

adopt the innovation offered to him in the right place,,at the right

time, and in the right form (Htwelock and Havelock 1973:12).

10. that proponecits of this viewpoint accept the fact of a high initial

development cost prior to any dissemination activity because cf the

aniticpated long-term benefits in efficiency and quality of the in-

novation and its suitability for mass audience dissemination (Havelock

and Havelock 1973:12)."

Becker and Maclure (1978) maintain that the reasoning behind the R.D. and

D. model is intuitively attractive for education. In simplified terms, it first

identifies the underlying aims of teaching that subject with which development
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is concerned. Next, it considers what is known about thetest method of achieving

those aims. Finally, it applies these methods to the presenlation of the required

subject content. Appropriate teaching materials can then be devised, tried

out, revis-ed- in the.light of the trials and made generally available. The re-

suiting product, based on agreed aims, and perfected by field trials, must be

virtually certain to meet classroom needs.

Bhola (1977) states the Research, Development and Diffusion model is rational

in the sense that it does not necessarily concern itself with the politics of

change or with the sociology of systems within which changes are initrated.

According to Bhola, there are three requirements for change:

1_____educational_research - this research must go through a process of

development through which practical applications for it are found.

2. educational development - the research must be translated into instruc-

tional materials and approaches.

3. systematic diffusion of what is deyeloped the developer must bring

the product of development an innovation to the attention of

practitioners 'and client group.

Maclure and Walker (1976) assert that the R.D. and D. model looks at the

point of view of the originator of an innovation and begins with the formulation

of a problem based on a presumed receiver. The initiative in setting the problem

is taken by the developer, not the receiver. Change is depicted as an orderly

sequence which begins with the identification of a problem. The receiver is

referred to as the "target system". The cljent system may range in size from

an individual person to an entire system or nation. The phrase "target system".

and "plans of attack" are terms from the military metaphor. The R.D. and D.

model was not only a model of change; it was also a mode) for change, a blue

print for the future (MacDonald, Walker 1976); a model for "attacking" change.
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Advantages of the Regearch, Development and Diffusion Model.

To many people, information is the primary business of education. This

particul.ar model emphasizes content, which might explain why it is the most

popular inservice model. The benefits of thi.s model are its focus on content,

relevant information, and skills. If these are the objectives of an inservice

model, then this is the choice model.

Problems and Evaluation of the R.D. and D. Model

House (1974:21) quo.tes Havelock (1971) as criticizing the R.D. and D.

model,as "over-rational, over-idealized, excessively research-oriented, and

inadequately user-oriented". House also states that the materials and programs

that did emerge werefew, often poor in quality, and not attuned:to individual

school needs. These products, with few exceptions, were mostly ignored by schooi

personnel.

"The very essence of the R.D. and D. approach is control . . . " House

(1974:223) suggests that this paradligm treats the°practitioner as passive and

slightly resistant. However, being constrained may not be the saAe as being

passive. The practitioner is placed in the position of a consumer who is going

to be sold goods which he has the option either to buy or to reject. The prac-

titioner in his classroom is, however, beyond the power of almost everyone; and,

he often chooses not to buy.

House (1974) states that the R.D. and D. model ssumes innovation will be

invented, developed, and passed along the linear chain. This model might work

if all the actors shared the same values. But, they do not. The direction and

co-ordination of this model require a great ceal of globql planning, and it is

this fdcet that may appeal most to government officials. However, massive

planning does not compel people to implement the plans. When plans deviate

from people's self-interest and the way they perceive the world, they are merely
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pieces of palier. The research, development, diffgsion paradigm is consistently*

rational only from the viewpoint of global government plannel-s. It is not

necessarily rational frowthe point of view of the consumer.

Becker and Maclure's (1978) evaluation of the R.D. and D. model examines

each of the successive stages of the model. lt is by no means easy to identify
0

aims or even to agree on the function of any given subject in the curricUlum.

To find a middle way between being general and vacuous and specific and stul-

tifying is far from easy. Having decided on aims, the R.D. and D. model calls

on research to reveal the best teaching method. But, much of the useful in-

formation about the best ways to teach is intuitive and anecdotal rather than

scientific and systematic. Even'if a development team had managed to set out

n-app-ropri-ate-s-ta-tement-ofi-ts-a-im and -a-teactriri9 approach-whi-th re 1-e-t-g-to

those aims, the aims must be clothed in practical forms.

The trial stage of the R.D. and D. model, Becker and Maclure state, is

intended to compensate for any errors of judgement which might have occured in

the previous stages. By testing draft materials in the classroom and carefully

coillecting feedback information on what works and what does not, it should be

possible to turn a working prototype into a satisfactory finished product. How-
.

ever, most trial stages are Simply too short to enable the developers to stand

back and take an overall view of the effects of the process..

Becker and Maclure assert that diffusion, however, generally reveals the

major weakness of any product. The R.D. and D. model assumes that once a set

of materials has been perfected from trial to revision there is little that re-

mains to be done beyond making the materials available to schools. However.4

classroom materials often fail to carry the message; and, this begins to raise

questions about whether materials are really the appropriate medium after all.

0.-r4



Problem-Solving Model (P-S): The Political Metaphor
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The problem-solving mocW is built around the.user of the inservice and

assumes that inservice is part of a problem-solving process which occurs within

the user (Havelock and Havelock 1973:8). Huberman (1973:63) states the problem-

solving model assumes that the user has a definite need that inservice can satisfy.

Thus the process is from the diagnosis of a need totrial-and adoption. Often

an external change-agent, writes Hyberman (1973), is required to counsel indiv-

iduals on possible solutions and jmplemntations strategies; but, the emphasis

is on client-centered collaboration rather than on manipulation from without.

Huberman asserts ehat there are two processes at work. The first is re-education, .

the becoming aware of and correctjng, inefficient or dysfunctional habits and

atatudas..;--the-second/ _is_educational development, being designed to add new

skills, kaowledge, practices or attitudes to a,person or group.

Huberman (1973) views the principle characteristics of the problem-solving

'model as

I. an emphasis on solving problems through internal restructuring, where

the receiver is directly involved in the situation.

2. frequent Use of'a temporary "change-agent'. or consultant from outside.

3. concern wi'th attitude change, re-adjustment of interpersonal relations

and communications.

Many authors discuss the work of the change-agent (Rogers and Shoemaker,

)971; Rogers, 1962 and Havelock, 1970). Huberman (1973:63) states that the change

process may be initiated either by the receiver or by the change-agent; but, in

either case the receiver must want to change and must participate fully in bringing

the change about if it is to be successful. Huberman sees fhe change agent or

consultant coming into the organization (client-system) where the model for change

is the:
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1. development of a need for change

2. establishment of a change relationship between agent and client

3. clarification or diagnosis of cllent's system's problem

4. examination of alterdative routes and goals, establishing goals and

action required

5. transformation of intentions into actual change efforts

6. generalization and stabilization of change

7. achievement of a terminal relationship

Most of the time, the model assumes, people do not want change. People

want to keep things the way they are even when outsiders state that cl-iange is

required. For that reason, change agents are needed to overcome inertia, to

,prod and pressure the system and the peopfe to be less complacent and to start

working on serious problems.

Havelock (1970) views the problem-solving model as beginning with pressure

from the inside or outside that disturbs the status quo. The view of crisis in

the problem-solving model is seen by Havelock and Havelock (1973:143) when

political groups, boards of education, and top administrators seek to maintain

and/or maximize 'their power. PoliCy decisions are 1ikely to be made in an

authoritarian manner with little or no collaboratiOn %.:th the user groups of the

client System. Miles (1964) proposes that social change is a matter of the

app1ication\of personal or group power based upon prestige, competence,,control

of money and r\lesources, legal authority, policy, precedent; custom, or co-operation

and collaboration.

.
Educational inservjce is, for House (1974), a product of the interaction

of factional groups comp ting for resources in attempts to incluence and control

each other and their own me bers. The problem-solving mode) of inservice is an

attempt by the centre to captie control of the periphery. House views politics
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and power relationships as key concepts in the analysis of the change process.

. .

House (1974) feels the centre-periphery control system will succeed. He says
it

that it is difficult to see how education can be personalized because the large

education systems demand'the production of standardized materials for a mass

market and because the'centre will continue to control "the power" and create

conflict.

0 Advantages of the Problem-Solving Model

This model focuses on control or keeping order, goals, and.means. It

forces people to look at issues they may rilot want to acknowledge. Because

. government agencies and other power group! are able to mobilize the power, gain

attention.and publicize the issue', they tilize this model to implement their

decisions. These same agencidi h-ve the eoonomic and political powers...that are

needed to research, develop, and difuse soluiions for educational problems. For

example, Alberta's Department-of Education car\ avail themselves of educators

from all over the province and elsewhere; they
\ can draw on information from a

,

wide range of sOureei; they can develop and disribute visual materials to all

schoois in the province cheaply and they can ana1yze, evaluate, and recommend

materials more cheaply than small groups of teachers involved in social-Interaction

model. ;

\

:

Problems of the Problem-Solving Model

Bennis, Benne, and Chin (1961), state that in\its emphasis to produce

materials that meet teacher's existing needs, and leaving teachers to put their

min interpretations on slich materials, the strategy goes along with the current

teaching traditions rather than attempting to make any radical changes. In

designing its materials to be ail things to all people, this model misses the

opportunity to link curriculum development more closely to inservice training.

3 7
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The'-main difficulty,with the P-S model Bennis, Benne, and Chin state is,

however, embodied in the very conception of a problem-solving approach. Ideally,

such an approach should imply a close investigation of each client school's,par-

ticular needs, and the specific solution geared to those needs. In fact, re-

sources for curriculum developmet are likely to be far-too limited for such a'

close client-consultant relationship between development teams and individual

schools or teacher. The P-S model is too labor intensive.

Social-Interaction Model (S-I): The Cultural Metaphor

Jiuberman (1973) refers to this model, as the social-interaction model 'because

the potential adopter generally hears of the new practice and decides to use it

in consultation with other persovi. This pr"ccess

\

1. sensing - external trends and resources, internal problems,.

' 2: screening - deciding whether the itemS merit further investigation,

setting priorities.

3. diagnosing - analysing the internal problem or new practice.0

14
. iatroducing.- strategy planning.

5.. operating on an experiment)al basis.

6. evaluating the results.

7. revising (Huberman, 1973).

In this process, the unit of analysis is the individual receiver, with the

focus on the receiver's perception of a response to *nowledge coming from without.

The most effective means of spreading information about innovation is by means

of personal contact. The key to adoption is the social interaction among members

of the adopting group.

The adoption sequence is seen by Huberman as:

1. Awareness the individual is exposed to the innovation: awareness

creates a need for the inservice.
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1. Interest - the individual seeks information about the innovation.

3. Evaluation - the individual applies the innoyat.on to his present and

. anticipated situation, and decides whether or not to try

4. Trial - the individual uses the irinovation on a small scale, in order

to judge its utility fn his own situation.

5,-. Adoption - the results of the trial are considered, after wh.ich the

decision i°s made to adopt or reject the innovation.

At each stage, continues Huberman, the potential adopter generally turns

different sources of infoemation, i.e. colleagues, friends, and professional

sources. The key feature is the relation of leader to group. Psychologists

have shown that identificatipn in a group, or with a group leader, plays an

imvortant role in diffusing new ideas since people will adopt and maintain at-

titudes and.behaviors which they associate with their "reference" group. Therefore,---

diffusion and adoption of the social-Interaction model emphasizes the importance

of inter-personal networks of information, of opinion leadershrp, personal

contact and social integration. The focus is on the user or communicator, and a

variety of dissemination strategies. Because the structure is loose, it adopts

shifts of meaningful direction and is flexible enough to regroup around the

"new". 4There is not enough time to chaAge the social network into an organization

before a new transformation occurs (MacDonald, Walker 076).

Becker and tiaclurd (078) write that this model is based on a number of

assumptions:

1. -Once the Work of the local groups, perpheries, gathered momentum, it

would need very little in the way of continued suppoi-t.

2. Every teacher has the time, the talents, and the motivation to take

an actiye part in the developing of new teaching approaches and the

3J
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classroom materials that go with them; and, teaCher9 are prepared to

put the necessary effort into contri ing -o 3 common pool of ideas

and experiences; .

p. Every teacher can "do his own thing" in curriculum clevelopment.

4. Local networks of teachers' centers, once stimulated into action by a

central team, wiLl continue not only to generate new Ldeas,'but to

circulate these amongst themselves and to buil,d up a common bank-of

.

curriculum resources.

Havelock (1971, 1973) poses five generalizations about the social-interaction

model. Theyare:

1. The individual tar or adopter belongs to a,network of social relatiOns

which largely influences his adoption behavior.

2. Title individual's place in the netWork (centrality, peripherality,

isolation) it a good pTedictor of his rate of,acceptance of new ideas.

Informal personal contact is a vital part of the influence and adoption

rocess.

4. Group membership and reference group identification are major predictors

Of the indivrdueldoptioh.

5. Therate of diffusfOn,through a social system follows a predictable

S-curve 041tern la very.s1ow beginning followed by a period of very rapid

diffUsion, followed in turn by a long late-adopter or l!laggard4 period

(Havelock 1973).]

Huberman (1973) states that the social interaction metaphor emphasizes the

aspect of diffusion, the movement of messages from person to person and system

to system. It stresses the importance of inter-personal networics of information,'

opinion leadership, personal contact, and social integration. The metaphor

assumes that each member in the system will proceed through the awareness-adoption

cycle using a process of social communicationtwith his colleagues.
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The diffusion of the innovation depends greatly-upon the channels of

communications within the receiver grouP, since information about the innovation

is transmittid prfMarily hrough the social interaction of the group members

(Hubermeh 1973). The model focuses on the receiver's perception-bf and response

to knowledge from without.

Advantages of theSocial-Int_traction Model=''
146

This model is a professional development and personal growth model. It

focuses on the development of the mind and.the self as well as the learning of

academic material. It views change as a democratic process wher reality is'

socially negotiated. Because ofjts ability to draw on the initial energy of

the group and the process of group interadtion, this model .involves a diverse

audience of teachers, curriculum developers, and material makers. Small groups

of people who define and attempt to solve a problem together are the basis of

this model. Because the group is invoived voluntarily in. initiating change,

its contingency for actual change is very.high.

/s, '

Problems of the S-I Model

This model is not without its problems. Becker and Maclure (1978) say

that the first limitation the neutrality of the central team. To

reflect the best existing practice, the central team has to make judgements

on what is best. It is very!easy for the periphery to form views, values, and

ideologies that could be a'iithe expense of provincial curriculum. The periphery

teams may use only examplds of current practices rather than using alternatiVe

resources and teaching suggestions, because they do not know other alternacives.

Often the enthusiatts, Becker and Maclure state, who take part in local

development activity afe'too few and their production _is too unrepresentative

of :the ordinary teacher's needs for them to be focal points of development.
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Moreover, because their resodrces are limited, the quality of what they have

produced has tended to compare unfavorably with that of a well-funded R.D. and

D. project manned by a fulltime team often recruited on a national basis.

Becker and Maclure write that to develop a highly sequential program which

students can work through largely on their own can demand at least forty hours

of preparation for every hour of classroom use. Another deficiency of this

model is time. Not every teacher, even if he had the time, would possess the

necessary combination of skills to undertake an'effective redesign of the curriculum

z
in a given subject. The job requires a complex blend of creative imagination,

technical expertise in ways of presenting information and ideas, a wide knowledge

of the subject matter, and an appreciation of the pupils' interests and the

way in which they ean best be helped to learn. These talents are coffbined in

a few individuals. Only a relatively small proportion of teachers will, in

practice, want to invo)ve themselves actively in the work of innovation.

Another limitation of the social-interaction model i that there is nà

established tradition of rapid communication between practicioners in different
5

localities; therefore, once the central team has been disbanded, the small

periphery also disband except for a few isolated groups. "The social-interaction

model is flawed by the romance illusion (Becker and Maclure 1978:74)".

Why is the diffusion of innovation through inservice education programs

weak? The problem that has plagued the sponsors and planners of curriculum

innovation is not the problem of creation, but the problem of impact, the problem

of diffusion. Neither the schools nor the teachers apparently have been trans-

formed by all the organized, systematized, Specialized efforts of the professional

innovator. Miles (1964) claims that there is no adequate theory of social change.'

Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) explain that the process of social change consists

of three sequential steps:

4 (1
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l. Invention is the process by which new ideas'are created or developed.

, 2. Diffusion is the process by which these hew ideas are communicated

to the members of a social .system.

3. Consequences are tile changes that occur within a social system as a

result of the adoption or 'rejection of the innovation.

Change, continue Roger and Shoemaker, occurs when a new idea's use, or rejection

has an effect. Social change is therefore an effect of communication. And,

in communication, the metaphors used become extremely important to acceptance.

Separately, each of the three models illuminates one perspective of the
#

innovation process and suggests techniques for accelerating changes. The research,

development and diffusion model concentrates on the origins of the innovator,

the problem-solving model on the dynamics of the individual adoption, and the

social-interaction model on wide-diffusion throughout an organization or an

educational system. The R.n. and D. model indicates that we lack institutional

structures for designing and developing new ideas and materials; the problem-

solving model shows the lack of processes for implementing changes once they are

undertaken; the social interaction models showst,hat we have few vehiCles for

dissemination of an innovation to a larger Nplic. None of these models is fully

developed in practice, nor has any attempt been made to combine the three per-

spectives into a general paradigm. The following chart summarizes in more

detail the three inservice models under various headings. (See Figure 3, page

42.)

Towards Understanding the Nature of lnservice

All inservice educational programs must answer two basic questions. These

two questions are fundamental to inservice and, depending on the answer, an

analyst can better decipher the metaphors that underlie each inservice model.

43
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Adopikd

Decker and MacNeil '

(1,71:29)

F I GURE 3

Summary of the I ice Models

1/0. and D. model 14s moJel S.I model

linien introduced into
education

IgiO's MO'S 1770's

basic ssumptions research is of primary importance;
implerentatien is a technical prob.
len; the teacher is a passive a.
dopter, mon.expert; knoulegge can
be packaged; goverment is best
able to 'Ion, range plan'; there
Pies tO be a divistoodnd co.ordin.
ation f laber; everyone shares
the some ideals trd values.

thert must be confliet to hove
change; teachers must be re.

ed4ated; change agents initiate
change; leachers do not want to
change, users needs are iopertent
but the 'elleeft decides those
needs; ercble..solving should be
collaborated or negotiated.

.

once change begins, It is self-
directed; teacheis have the .

tire, talents, knowledge. and ,.,...
motivation to charge: nost ..'"
effective way to spread infer.
motion is OefiOn41 contact;
Diffusion occurs best fror
person.toperSon,

view of knowledgm potholes (subject disciplines) problems (interdisciplinary in.

"Mill
personal xploration (eclectic

searches)

Dissemination Teachers as passive (rational re.
cipients)

Teachers as representative (U.
ken,/ participants

Teachers as (partial?)
develooers

View of humanity people as things (manipulable) people as Social animals people as individuals

perceptual'approach Task relevance and rojaility Stereotype, ignore individWal
differences

accepts all. Shutt Out none

i

NOtt ften used by,
,

government agencies,tep mange-
.

rent
Those in power

A
leachers Centres, small groups
indkvidjal schools, t.Groups

Sty Heidi linear envie, product, date
Scientific research, clients, pass.
ive receiver, clump agents, mass
produCed. Packaging, division of
lebor, co-ordination of labor,
p iiiii 0 censurer. Nit audience
dissemination, el/silty goods, oda-
catlonal yen, systematic Of.
fusion, edUcational develeprent

power, control, deficit change,
mile agent. accountability, ef.
ficiency, clients. knowleege is
power, profit, user, ret eeeee .
client-centered. re.agjeasion,
COhOttendy, COl140044tion, Ceti.
list, solution giver, process hel
per, psychotherapeutic model,
Connell..

networks, teachers* needs,
.

social intereptier, coir.,hi.
cation skills, col:as:raper.
professiocal develeorent, life
skills, ecosystems, creative
049e. '444lity f life,
self.reneval, recesver

.

Definition (Fisher 1971:54)
'Causes Of change in a'preordained
direction througn Progro04 49"
signed to improve the coMpetehce
Of personnel in education."

. \

(Agne 1971:9(/)

'arployment.oriented education,
sitenpeciiied training designed
to meet the needs of a particular
school system or community.'

(Cnambevs 1077:13)
ft process whereey the telther
is enabled to 'restore' ano/er
maintakn and/or develop e.
laborate skills further hit
'vocational self.eonstruw
of *I 4,- a teacher,*

Stages within
Aservice

.

.,

1. Invention or discovery of IA
novation
2. Development (working eut prob.
lees).

3. Production and packaging

4. Dissenination to mass audience

1. Tr.nletion of nee to probler
2. Diagnosis of problem
3, Search end rift 1 of in.

forration
4. Adaptation of innovation
S. Trial

6. Evaluation of trial in teres
of need satisfaction

I. /serenest of innovation

2. Interest in it
3. Evaluation of its &ppm.
priateness
4. trial
9. Adoption for permanent use

,

Problems

.

innovetion is linear process:
all do nt share the same values
one nos rational frot viewpoint
ot the consumer, icktges are of
poor quality; nOt easy to identi
fy conmon aims; which strategy
is the 'best', trial stage never
long enough er adequate; not
enOugh tine te develop the inn°.
nation.

assumed user had a definite need
for change; there is an eheheii4

on erodocing raterials, leaving
teachers to place own interpre.
Wiens on tnem; lack of Inter.
vice training; lack of concern
for individual's needs, lir school
needs; too labor intensive

teachers do not have time, tal.
ent or rotivatton to taut part
in innekation develetrents pl-
thusissm 'wears our; limited
resources ahe tire; inadeouate
knowleogt on current,inneva
twist network disintegrates
afters Wit:410f tire; lack
of communication networks.

(Havelock 1971, Johnson 1974, House 1974. 1919, lecher a dJtaclure 197$, Rogers 19$2, Muberman 1973. lanhis. Penne.

and Chin 1061, Schen 1970)
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These same Oestions can be utilized by an analyst or by a potential adopter

evaluating a specific inservice program. The two questions are:

1. What is the educational problem?

2. How will the specific inservice program and/or model solve the problem?

#1 What is the educational problem?

Adopting S hon's (1979) theory, discussed earlier, the framing of the

problem is more crucial than any other part of the problem-solving process.

Each view of the problem conveys a different view of reality and represents a

special way of "seeing". ,The ways in which the developer states the educational

problem determines the kinds of purposes, the values these purposes seek to

realize, and the direction in which the developer seeks solutions. In these ways,

metaphors generate their own solutions.

Developers, using the technological metaphor, will view and state the problem

from a technological stance. For example, technology is seen as the answer to

society's problems; research is of primary importance; research, development,

and dilffusion are the essential elements of change; and man is seen as an ex-

tension of the machine and as a passive consumer. The developer is a technician,

a govern'1j agency, or a manager. School Boards, Department of Education, or

other people in power will generally use the political metaphor. These developers

tend to view change only from a conflict perspective. They view men as social

animals who change, but who resist change. The third group of developers use

a cultural metaphor. Everyone is seen as part of the ecosystem because social

relationships are fundamentally important. All members are considered equal.

Man is not passive and must participate in his own re-education.

#2 How will the specific inservice model and/or program solve the problem?

Schon (1979) states that, in analyzing a problem, the description of the

problem depends on the metaphor used in discussing that problem. Similarily,



the ways in which a deVeloPer state/educational problems determines the solution

of the problem. A developer using a technological metaphor will frame the educ-

ational problems in the same stance, will develop an inservice program in the

same praxis, and Will evaluate success in the same metaphor. Within that in-

service model he will choose:

1. the strategies.

2. the role of the change-agent. .

3. the key words and concepts in describing the inservice program.

4. the change process in congruence with his metaphoric perspective.

5. the objectives and goals of the inservice.

A developer with a cultural stance or a political stance will frame the educational

problems within a cultural or political stance, will develop an inservice in

the same praxis, and his criteria for evaluating success will be drawn from the

-same metaphors.

The assumptions of a specific inservice represent the metaphor of a developer.

A particular model will be selected because it echoes what the developer views

as the protilem. The developer, himself, may not be aware of his particular

metaphorical perspective or the assumptions that accompany it, but he still

functions baically within a specific,metaphor and,a particular set of assump-

tions. He may have an eclectic perspective, but he will be dominant in one of

those perspectives. Schon (1979) emphasizes the extent to which metaphors can

constrain and sometimes control the way in which we construct the world. These

assumptions include the developer's and the inservice model's view of the world,

of man, and of the teacher. As stated earlier, the Research Development and

Diffusion model's root metaphor is technological. The metaphor for the Problem-
-%

Solving model is political, and, the metaphor for the Social-Interaction is

cultural.



All three inservice models and their developers yiew progress in the Western

tradition. Progress is seen as linear development where each step is a step

forward, getting better and better. Therefore, change is natural and good.

However, how change.should occur differs in each model and depends on philosophical

assumptions and root metaphors. The Research, Development and Diffusion model

views change as deficit because it views man as passive and concludes that man

will have to be convinced that change is necessary. Change is also viewed as

deficit by the Problem-Solving model because man resists change and, therefore,

must be persuaded that 'change is required. The Social-Interaction model considers

change as creative because teachers will participate in their oWn re-education.

As well as being the receivers of the change, they are also the developers.

The way in which a developerdefines an educational problem will determine

the direction of the solution. If the materials are seen as the problem, the

Research, Development and Diffusion model will be chosen to solve the problem

because the learning package is the target of the change. However, if the problem

is framed towards the teacher, the answer to the problem and the target for the

inservice model will be to change the teacher. The teacher will be expected to

change his attitudes, skills, values and/or teaching strategies. but when teachers

themselves frame an educational problem and elect to change, or to expand or

develop new attitudes, skills, vlaues or methodologies, their inservice educational

programs will be developed on the Social-Interaction model. This model depends

on social interaction, self-help, nd personal exploration. The model views

teachers as individuals who can and will change because they initiate change.

The developer and the Research, Development and Diffusion model of inservice

expects the materials to change the teacher because teachers are rational. When

teachers are presented with enough facts and research, they will change. Developers

employing the Problem-Solving model will expect the change-agent to effect the
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change. Change-agents expect their clients to chapge through the use of power-

coercive, manipulative and/or collaborative techniques. This is a psychothera-

peutic model. Those developers practicing the Social-Interaction model assume

the teachers will affect the change because they are ihe ones'who initiated

the change based on their own needs.

The developer of the Research, Development and Diffusion model's stance

is that the mate rat, package, or kit will function as a change-agent. The teacher

is rational and

/

reasonable. If he is presented with enough facts at the right

ttime and in th right place he will change; therefore, there is nO need to be

concerned wi4 an elaborate innovation process utilizing a change-agent. The

developer u tng the Problem-Solving modeldefines a change-agent as a professional

... person whorattempts to in-fluence adoption decisioris in a direction that he feels

is desirable. The change-agent is also the communication link between the

bureaucratic system and the client system. He is an expert who may act in one

of three ways: he may be a catalyst, a solution giver, or,a process helper.

The Problem-Solving inservice model's success evolves around the success of

44 change-agent. A change-agent in the Social-Interaction inservice model is

not mandatory; however, he may be invi:ed to join as an equal praticipating

member of the iltservice project, but he will not have a dominant well-defined

role. The developers of the Social-Interaction model view the change-agent as

one who has an expertise that they themselves do not have, but which can be

merged into.their body of knowledge and skills.

The following summary charts might demonstrate better the differences

between the three dominant inservice education models.
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F I GURE

Questions that will determine which inservice model Is dominant

StweStish 4.0. l D. Model I-S Model -- S-I Mocel

liho will few* the
Initial problems that
initiate the inserviee?

developer goverment agencies,
school boards. chnge-agent,
pressure Pro out of client-
s ster.

teacherA. with tre help
Cif 0 change alert.

What will the instrvice
./

decadent

'

contentosaterills. cognitive
objecttve:, set ef facts and
end theories which art turned
into ideas far ustfurproducts
and services.

attitude change of teachers.

new tee/lingoes, new skills.new
value orientation, new ccnduct,

new.skills.inew valets,
orientations, new coneuet,

personal growth, polies-
Slone! development; 'new/
development of attitudes.

WhS/What is the target
ef the change? curriculun, matenials

Teacher re-education. through
materials and strategtes

Teachers, curriculum, mat-
erials, strategies.

Who/What will effect
the chyle'

materials, the process, the
package

change-agents
'

teachers

Who will aisess the ,

needs of the teacher?
the developer outside experts who may

neoo.late with the teacnert.

the teachers who may invite
in a change-agent.

Which root metaphor is
the basis for the in-
service model?

Technological Political .

.

Cultural

What view ilf the world
ts,inherent in tht no-
del related ta its rCut
metaphor?

technology is the solution
to ean's problem

change will net occur unless
tnere is conflict, negottaticn,
and comprchise.

education is an 'ecasysteo',
everyone is includec, no one
on the etstOe trying to do
soretning to SIDeVelhe on the

instde, social relatienshios

Mcm le nan viewed by
the inservice model
through its '<tenon?

Man is a p receiver

Or fifer,

man waits passively until he is
given stiruli In), hir enviret
ment in order to respond.

a man is inherently active,
is capable of creative life

Km sal' the teacher
be viewed'

passive consume or user,
'as thirip', clients

client. user. 'social animals'
...

receiver, as an individual

hoist art the asunetions
of the inservice ronel
based en their root

metaphors?

.

.

'

-everyone is pursuirg a common
end and that the context ts

not a problem.
-everyone is reasonable.
what people need to Mkt
change art the essential
elements: research. developnent
and diffusion.

If the environment or sur.
roundings change. people
have to change. People ere
rational. If you present
tneogh facts to people
they will change.
Man is seen as an atension
of the hachine. Invention
and innovation follows a
series Cif srderly steps.

Progress ili seen aS a linger
develovhent.
Technology is seen as the
answer to Society's problems.

innovation can Ihe Controlled,
managed end justified.
Development and aPplication
of technology will solve
ean's ?robins.

Not all is harnonmius.
There nay be problems end
value conflicts,

-Innovation is s part of
a pnoolem.solwing process
which goes cn inside.the user.

.

!fall tne really influtn-
tial people agreelo do
scrething, it will be done,
Conflict len,: to change.
If we have enpugn pokey
Or material breach, we Can
buy anyt%Ing er any change
we want. -host people do
rot want tO Change. If we
can moietlize enough anger and

force people. To look at
problems orsund us the rt.
guinea changes will be made.

man acts on the basis of
power relationships - they
can be legitirate sr coercive.

.

Society is hore fragmental
has mart value: consensus

within groves but less con.
ssssss among social gro.os
so that groves must be re.:
garded as subeulturts,

Most problens art [omelet.
A cemoinaticri of a:proanies
is usually reouirea

If we have a 100d harm tr.
. terpensonal relation, all
other problems will be ninor.

Change involves change in
attitudes. stills, values,
and relattensnies. Nan is

not passive. Itan suit

participate in his own re-
education.

Mow is thanee defined
by the 'Nell

.

linter, deficit Mange -
(Change by crisis. ccrpeti-
Lion er conflict, strikes,
internal strife *r dissat-
isfrctien.)

linear, deficit change creative change -
(voluntar),. self-imposed, *-
fining problems, recognizing
new preelems and treating
Paw hays Of handling thee,
hOred0e, Jolt th brew&
habit or routine.)

.....
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ituestions that will detenalne which inServiCe ewdel is dcrinant

Question_ N.D. I D. Model Ii.$ Model S-1 Model
.

What art the change pro-
testes of each model? .

I. Invention Or discovery
f innuation.

2. Development (sortie, ut
problems).

3. PrOuttion Sod packaging
4. Dissominatioi to sass

Oudlence.

1. Translation elf need to

'problem.

2. Diagnosis f problen
3. Search and retrieval f

lofortotion.
4. Adaytation of innovation
3. Trial \

4. Evaluation of trial in
tires of need satisfaction.

I. A.areness of innovation.

2. Interest in it.
3. Evaluation of its app.°.

priateness .

4. Trial
3. Adoption for permanent

use.

What are the expects-
tient of the implemen.
tation sf each model?
(hut Is the criforIa
fer success used by the
developer?)

solves man's ()radiant telth pro-
ducts and develocment and appll.
cations of technology. hen ,

oat-trials. herd.are. kits. cur-
riculun art empleyed In.khe ,

classroom.

rah:eves that can be measured;
amp achieveoents at 'Alt rate;
productivity is either increasing
sr decreasing, teachers practice
'change'.

change of attitudes. stills.
grorth of skills. increase
of inforration, proftSSiOnal
developnent.

what art the aSSurptions
of She inservice mddels?

.

retearch IS ON primary inpur.
Lance; loplenentation is a
technical problem; the teacher

is a passive adooter. Con.
expert; analedge can be
packaged; goverrhent is best
able to 'long range plan'; there

hat to ist I division and CO.Or.
dinaticm of labor; everyone
shorts the same Ideals and
values.

.

there rust be conflict to have
changes teacners hat Pt re-edu-
sated; change agents Initiate
change; teachers do not vent to
change: users' needs are leper.
twit. eat she "eider" decides

those needs; Crobles.sol..pg
ShOuld be collaSerated sr nego-
tieCed.

once change begins; it is
self.dirtcted; teachers have
tni time. talents, 4nO.ledle,
and motivation to change;
ease effective way to spread
information is personal con-

tact; Diffusion occurs best
fro, perton-to.person.

Mow mill She chop-
agent be diered by the
model/developers?

fecIlltator. process helper.
xpert

,

expert, facilitator. process
helper. manipulator . 4 Ccrruni.
cation lint bet.een the bureau.
CraCy System and the Client
syste:.

collaboiator via avoids
ihanipulation and Inept.

trination.

What strategies mill
bt tosOloyedt

trIpirlCa).rattonal (teCturdS,
pre.derel0Ded dueStionS nd
answers. observing others.
Illustrated lecture. use of
hard-mare Video-tales.

slide presentation.)

re.tduCativ. (power Coertive,
denonStration and observation
lectures. predeveldOed tueStiOnS
ond antrers. Illustrated lec.
tures. role-playIng. plaided
practice. simulations.)

110m4tive re.e0aCatiOn (buS2
sessions. role playing. curd-
td practice, train Opinion).
Interviewing. roup discus-
sion. ernonstration. toserva.
ben, sioulatimns. feed.oact.
ccrebact sessions. evaluation.)

What art the key reeds
vsed In each swath

/

linear Change, prOduCt, data
scientific research. clients,
Passive receiver. char.ge
agentS, suss proeuctd. Pact.
&gine, division sf laSor.
co-ordination sf labor, pos.
Sive conssrer. mass autienCe
dissecInatieh. quality goodS.
educational research, set.
tematic diffusion. duce.
tienal Oevelepment, .

po.er, control, reeficit

change, change agent. ac.

muntability. efficiency.
clients. tncvleilge IS

power. Profit. user. re-
delver, Client.Centered,

re-education. cordetency.
'collaboration. catalyst.
solution giver. process
helper. OsychotheraPeutic
model. cc6nsellor,

nebnOrtS, teaCterS' needs.
secial interactien. con-
nonscation stillS.'coll000r -
stien. professional Oeveloo.
rent. life skills. toilette -s.
Creative Change, 'suelity af
life'."Self-rene.al. receiv-
er.

What art the sweStlonS
suppressed by each of
the eadt1S?

Mor satisfied people feel about
it? Hor do 1 feel about results?
Nor should results be limed?

lino should 'really rote
decisions? Is it 'ricint?'

IS anything in the opponents
arg,rint .orth.hile? IS y
action consistent Au% 7
value s steno most feelings

Mpe should I 'really' do it?
Ds you really tnom mhat you
are Opine

_Unat's In It for me?
Ccryetence? Individual dif.
ferenceS,
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Summary

The purpose of this article gas to examine three metaphors (technological,

political and cultural) commonly found in our society and apply them to three

dominent inservice models (Research, Development and Diffusion, Problem-Solving,

and Social-Interaction) that are part.of the implementatipn stage of educational

innovation., We have suggested that, for inservice education, there is no single

definition, concept, methodology, or expectation. The basic perspectives of the

developer are Often very different from the perspectives of the adopters of

the inservice program. Each sees educational problems differently. Thus,

dichotpmies within inservice programs exist.

Metaphors can control the way we construct the world. They often serve

as ways of channelling action and generate their own solutions by the way their

presence structures and defines the problem we see. Metaphors are central to

how we think about the worldt Only by recognizing which metaphors we are utilizing

to solve a problem, then criticizing the metaphor, can we learn to become re-

flective about the problem-solving process and to consciously seiect the per-

spective which shapes our responses to current eddcational problems. It is

only when we can become involved in a critical inquiry focused on metaphoric

language structures that we can understand the nature of inservice educational

programs.

The three metaphors central to this article/ were the technological, the

\political, and the cultural metaphors. The technological metaphor views the

w-ld through the dynamics of industrial change. The act of research begins

as a set of facts and theories which can be turned into ideas for useful products

and services. Knowledge is power. Science can solve man's problems. Man is

treated as an extension of the machine. Innovation can be controlled, managed,

and justified.

51
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The political metaphor contends'that'conflict, competition, compromise,

and negotiations are the basis for change. There must be a s,uperior power and
.4

a lesser power so that'opposing factions can bargain and compromise, Concepts

of industrial efficiency, economic growth, marketable resources, and military

expendiency are important ispects of this metaphor. Reinforcement and stimulus

control, B.F. Skinner's Theory of Operant Conditioning, represent the process

'by which human behavior becomes shaped into certain patterns by ekternal forces

(JOyce- Weil 1972). Face-to-face interaction is an important aspect of this

metaphor.

The relationships of the person to his society and his direct relationships

with other people form the basis of the'cultural metaphor. This metaphor

emphasize§ the personal psychology and emotional life of the individual. Each

person constructs knowledge by reflecting on his own experiences. Society it

viewed as numerous subcultures, each different but all part of the same ecosystem.

No force on the outside has control over, someone on the insi.de. Change is

\personal and focused on habits and values, which in turn, effect the whole

society.

/ Each of the three inservice models illuminate one perspective of the

inhovation process. The Research, Development and Diffusion model assumes that

lying problems is primarily a matter of ationtion, application, and money.

l

package of knowledge can be massed, produced and widely disseminated.. The

--IIroducer ontrols the process and the type of innovation. The teacher is a

passive and a rational consumer who will change if given enough correct infor-

i
.

mation. Change is depicted as an orderly sequence which begins with the iden-

\ tification of a problem. The Research,.Development and Diffusion model concen-

trates on the developer, but acknowledges a lack of institutional structures

for designing and developing new ideas and materials.
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Thy! Problem-Solving (P-S).model is built around the user of the inservice

program. This model assumes that the user has a definite need and that the

inservice program will satisfy that need. Re-education of the teacher is of

prime importance in this model. Teachers are conSgrvative and do not want change;

so changeagents are needed to overcohe inertia, to prod, and to Oressure people

to be less complacent_and to start workiri,on serious problems. The.P-S model

is a psychotherapeutic model. The change-agent is a professional who attempts

to influence change in the direction that he feels is most desirable. The

Problem-Solving model concentrates on wide diffusion throughout an organization

or an educational system, but acknowledges the lack of processes for implementing

change once they are undertaken.

The theme of the Social-Interaction model is continuous self-renewal, where

the potential adopter generally hears of the new practice and decides to use

it or to ignore it after consultation with other people. This model stresses,

the importance of inter-personal networks of information) opinion leadersh
L

p,

'personal contact; and sodial integration. Innovation is transmitted primarily

through the social interaction of the group members. At each stage of innovation

in this model, the potential adopter generally turns to different sourceslof

information.. The Social-Interaction model concentrates on the dynamics of the

indi idual adopter bui has few vehicles for dissmeination of innovation to a.

larger public.

Inservice is the vhice of diffusion for inriovation. Within the Western

tradition diffusion is Ole third stage of scientific thought. Each .inservice

model has a different root metaphor which speaks from a diTferent perspective .

A definite role of the teacher is expected by each model. Each model is charac-
.

terized by the different criteria for success and different views of .the,problem

to be solved. But all models are common in some respect. All haVe the same

53
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concepts of change, progress,,andinnovation. Change is inevitable, natural,

and linear. rrogress is continuous with no fAxity or regression. *The three

inservice\models belong, typically, to the Western'educational tradition.

Altiek (1960) suggests that writer's metaphor tells the reader other things

about him and his attitudes, as well as the attitudes he wishes the reader to

have. We suggest that this also applies to a developer and/or a producer, of any

inservice progOm. The developer's values are displayed by the metaphors that

underly the inservice model he choOses. Developers need to become aware of

their own values and ettitudes and to explain their position before attempting

to solve any of the educational problems oi-inservice program problems. They

negd to define their awn assumptions before they can help teachers identify and

understand their own assumptions. Clarity can be accomplished if the developer
\

becomes aware of the metaphor that he util,izes and if he critically analyzes

Alf

. this metaphor to ascertain if, in fact, it ii representative of his values and

attitudes.

Lauer (1973) claims-that the target of change is either group focused,

ighere the whole,group will zhange as demonstrated by the Research, Development

andY Diffusion and the Problem-Solving models, or is ego-focused, where the

/'

/individual changes as in the Social-Interaction model. When the individual is

the target of change, it is assumed that an individual change will eventually

produce change in the entire social. order. Who will make the change.canbe

classified into two groups: the participation of all those involved as in the

Social-Interaction model or one group imposing change on others as demonstrated

by the Research, Development and Diffusion and Problem-Solving models. Demo-

%

cratic change is not always the only way, the fastest way, nor the most efficient'

way.
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There are three basic stra4egies of chnge. The rational-empirical strategy

states that man is ra tonal and,will follow his self-int2rest when shown. The

power coercive strategy states that man acts on the basis of power relationships

7 legitimate or coercive. Third, the normative-cre-educative strategy states

that man is rational and will act on the basis of social norms as well as from

knowledge of self-interest.

A basic theme of this wrking has been the influence that metaphors have

on us. The purpose of this article is not to critiqie anyOne metaphor, nor
.

\

any one inservice model. The purpose has been, rather, to make us more aware of

the tremendous influence that metaphors'have on'inservice educational programs.

We have pointed out that inservice programs are often not considered successful

by the adopters. Time has also been spent discussing some of the various sug-

gestions for successful inservice. There is no agreement by the various writers

as to why programs are unsuccessful or how to make them successful. We believe

that the main reason why there js not agreement is that*the various writers hold

different metaphors that form the basis of their work and personal experiences.

These metaphors often conflitt with the teachers who partake of the inservice.

This btlief also applites to the various developers of the inservice programs as

well as the mahy adopters of the programs.

Writers, developers, producers and potential adopters of the programs shOuld

become aware.of their metaphoric stance. In education we, often, are vict;mized

by metaphors. We transfer the economic, military, industrial, technological,

and political metaphors into edycation in the form of answers to our educational

problem without examining their philosophies, reasons why they were developed,

or end results. For example, we transferred the military's I-Q test into education

with apparently no examination and analysis of why the military developed this \

particular test. We, in education, should not be concerned with testing
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children to find out how fast they learn to become an extension of a machine.

Yet we do. We have been the victims of the military mefaphor.
. \

Educators must learn to recognize the presence of metaphors, learn to use'

them instead of being used by them, and learn to develop new ones that may be

ir

{

/

,

more appropriate to education. If we are to avoid being used by metaphors and

really attempt to solve education problems, it is important to become aware of

the metaphor which shapes our preceptiong of phenomena.

The ability to describe the dissimilarities as well as the similarities

between the educational problems and the metaphors that we are viewing the problem

for is significant. When we become aware of.the metaphors in our hducational

problems, our diagnosis and prescriptions cease to appear obvious and we find

ourselves involved, instead, in critical inquiry. Being aware of root metaphors

becomes a tool for critical reflection when we attempt to solve educational

problems throubh the fehicle of inservice programs.
,

-

The defining of problems and the perspective from which the problem is

viewed matters. The way in which we state educational problems detemines ,

both the kinds of purposes and the values we seek to realize, and the direction

in which we seek solutions. By being aware of the ways in which we state educ-

ational problems and by reflecting on the problem-solving processes whichare
\

usually tacit, we may consciously seleCt and criticize the perspectives which

shape our responses. We create new meanin when a metaphor is used and understood,

\

\
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